
While he cites a remark of the commencement speaker as 
"putting iron in the spine of purpose" for him to go on to college,17 
does it not also seem that the play, as part of the week that was the 
"high point" in his life, helped him to look at himself as an accom
plished, free-wheeling individual not under the shadow of his brother 
and more confident to face the future? If such was indeed the impact 
of Shakespeare on a Kansan in 1909, the world of literature once more 
touched the world of action through Shakespeare in America. 

17. AT Ewe. p. 102. 

THE DEATH OF ALBERT METZ 

[In late summer of1973 fodder in the settled 
Albert Metz. a recluse for barnyard dust. Albert 
over 50 years. was shot on Metz is dead. His only 
his secludedfarm. Both friends, a pack of dogs, 
the killer and the motive 
are unknown.] fetch the bloody stick; 

they rip his flesh under 
In Anthony Kansas quiet skies with only 
skulls are exploding the wind as witness. 
like matchheads in the 
blistering summer sun. In Anthony Kansas 

tombstone trees hold vigil 
An invisible while the moon hangs high like 
bullet flashes deep; a lone ivory target. 
a body topples 
like a limp bundle of -Jeff Worley 
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FIRST KILL	 CONFESSION PIECE The WajI saw you come	 I dreamed 
tumbling, my brother American 
twisting, Mike died 
through bronze trees last night 
in orange we set him Garland a 
autumn air on a slab 
only to but he kept 
crumple falling off 
at my feet: and laughing 
one wing torn in uncontrollably There has always been a 
two from the shell, if only my The farmer is independent. H 
disbelief in grandmother living from it; in general. he 
your horrid stare, had but not solitude. He does not punch 
breast throbbing even the farmer began when the count 

red with fear. humorless It is currently the vogue to 0 

I was ten and few acres somewhere away frmortician 
had to ask my could get a the country life today, but it i 
father to close smile their weekend lives except 
your accusing to stick intuitively, that the agricultur 
eyes with still to her ing. This recognition has bee 

bad with the good, mostanother shot. weather etched 
phrases which established th Abilene face 

Once there was who derived all necessary ful 

a young boy Why did you one and was wronged by 

who drew pictures die reasonably true in the very e, 

of butterflies man's for the taking and heso old 
and nursed before ever, even when 

fallen robins I was farmer's image was slow in 

after a storm. young enough In literature, the farmer was 

-Jeff Worley to love you	 untouched by the rest of the 
against unscrupulous busin 
Nature. This attitude about t -Jeff Worley 
hard to say that the Agraria 
myth of the American Dream 
and success, an inherent part 
influenced greatly the decline 
popular pastime. 

THE AG 

What the term "Agraria 
the life of the American far 
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